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SUMMARY
A new algorithm, which will transfer an aircraft from a given initial
position and heading to some final position and heading, has been developed
for the on-board synthesis of horizontal flightpaths. These so-called capture
trajectories have the basic form of a turn along a circular arc followed by a
segment of straight flight and a subsequent circular turn. The two circular
arcs may have different radii. The algorithm finds all such solutions possi-
ble, of which at least two and at most four exist, and selects the one with
the minimum path lcngt^. Degenerate conditions in which one or more of the
basic segments is missing are handled without difficulty. The solution to
this problem is derived, and a Fortran listing of the algorithm is provided.
INTRODUCTION
Ames Research Center has been conducting studies involving use of on-
board synthesis of flightpaths for area-navigation-equipped aircraft operating
in the terminal area. The first step in the synthesis of a complete trajectory
is the generation of the ground track. A useful criterion for generating the
paths is to minimize the ground-track distance. The minimum-distance ground
track, if flown at constant ground speed, has been shown by Erzberger and Lee
(ref. 1) to consist of a series of straight lines and circular arcs.
Pecsvaradi (ref. 2) developed algorithms for the on-board synthesis of hori-
zontal flightpaths in that form. The flightpaths (e.g., as shown in fig. 1)
consist of a fixed portion estonlished by predetermined waypoints and a
capture trajectory that will transfer the aircraft from some arbitrary initial
position and heading to the desired final position and heading defined by the
capture waypoint. The basic form of the capture path is a turn followed by a
segment of straight flight and subsequently a final turn.
Flight-test experience has shown that the hurizontal capture paths
derived from the minimum distance criterion provide efficient and operation-
ally acceptable terminal area trajectories for a variety of applications
(refs. 3 and 4). The capture feature has been the subject of many favorable
comments by pilots; however, it has been found that when the aircraft and
capture waypoints are separated by less than four turning radii, the algorithm
of reference 2, used in earlier experiments, often failed to find a capture
path even though it is known (ref. 1) that at least two such paths always
exist.
The new capture algorithm developed here always yields the minimum-
distance horizontal path of the basic turn-straight-turn form, including
degenerate cases in which one or more segments of the basic capture path are
missing. The set of possible solutions for the minimum-distance capture path
(ref. 2) is not restricted to the basic turn-straight-turn pattern but may
also include a sequence of three circular arcs. The latter option applies to
a fairly restricted region in which the initial and final points are close to
each other; it is eliminated from the algorithm in the interest of simplicity
(as was done in ref. 2). The following section describes the algorithm and
presents the derivations of the equations used in it. The additional equa-
tions needed for implementation of the three-turn case are derived in appendix
A, and a Fortran listing of the algorithm is given in appendix B.
ANALYSIS
Figure 2 is used to explain the problem and to define the variables. The
turns are arcs of the circles shown in the figure and the straight portion of
the trajectory must be a line tangent to both circles. Since the initial and
final turns may be either clockwise or counterclockwise there are four possible
combinations of turning directions, two with the initial and final turns in
the same direction and two with the turns in opposite directions. Figure 3
illustrates one solution of each type. If a given pair of circles is entirely
separate —that is, if no part of one circle lies within the other —it is
possible to draw four tangent lines between the pair, but for only one of the
four will the vector b along the tangent line from the initial to the final
circle coincide with the direction of rotation at both tangent points, as
shown in the figure. Thus, there are at most four real solutions of the turn-
straight-turn form. The conditions for a real solution are derived next with
the aid of figure 2.
For convenience, the vector 'from the center of the initial turn to the
center of the final turn is horizontal in the figure; however, the coordinate
system is arbitrary. Furthermore, the location of the centers of the circles
relative to an earth-fixed coordinate system—and hence the direction and
magnitude of _Q —depends on the direction of the turns. The constants and
variables have been chosen so that the following discourse applies to all
possible combinations of turning direction.
Figure 2(a) is for the case where both turns are in the same direction
and the tangent vector D does not cross 1q; in figure 2(b) the turns are in
opposite directions and IF crosses 'q. Initially the aircraft is at (Xl,Yl)
in some inertial Cartesian coordinate system with heading H1, defined as
positive clockwise from the X-axis, and t=1 is a unit vector in the direction
of the velocity. The vector distance from (Xl,Yl) to the center of the turn
is given by H'1 R1, where R1 is the radius of turn and ui is a unit vector
normal to 71 and positive to the right of v l . Therefore, the vector from
(X,,Y l ) to the center (XC 1 ,YC l ) is Rlul for a right turn and 
-R1u1 for a
left turn. The directions of turn are accounted for by writing the radius
vector as R1S1u1 where S1 - + 1.0 for right turns and S1 - - 1.0 for
left turns. Similarly the direction of the final turn is denoted by SZ.
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The aircraft moves along the circle from (XI,YI) to the tangent point
(X2,Y2), which has a radius vector R I S Iu2 . Vector 15 is the tangent vector
from (X2,Y2) at the end of the initial turn to (X 1 ,Y 3 ) at the beginning of the
final turn. The radius vector at (X3,Y3) is R2 S2ii, but since u2 and u3
must be normal to D, u2 - u3. Likewise, the headings, H 2 and H3, at the two
tangent points are equal. The final turn ends at (X4 ,Y 4 ) with heading H4
and radius vector R2S27U4.
Using this notation we can write
$ + R27u2S2 - R Iu2 S 1 +
or
= b + 62 (R2 S 2 - RI S I )	 (1)
and therefore, since IN and u2 are perpendicular,
D -[Q2 - (R2 S2 - R 1 S 1 ) 2i 1/2	 (2)
where by definition
Q - [(XC2 - XC 1 ) 2 + (YC2 - YC I ) 2, 1/2	 (3)
It can be seen from equation (2) that no real solution exists if
Q < J R2 S2 - R I S I j. When the turns are in opposite directions S 1 - -S2 , and
there is no real solution for Q < ( R 1 + R2 ), that is, if the circles inter-
sect. On the other hand, for rotations in the same direction S 1 - S 2 , and a
real solution exists unless Q < J R2 - R I I, that is, unless one circle lies
entirely within the other.
If a real solution exists, then from the definition of the radius vectors
(-R,Sl sin HI
R IuI S1	 (4)
RIS I cos H1
(XCI 
-X1
R Iu1 S1	 (5)
YC 1 -YI
Equating equations (4) and (5) gives
XC1 - X1 - R I S I sin HI
YCI - Y I + R I S 1 cos HI
and
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Similarly
XC2 - Xy - R2S2 sin Hy
YC2 - Yy + R2S2 cos Hy
The radius vectors at the tangent points can be used in the same manner
to compute the components of	 A2 and 93
X2 - XC1 + R1 S1 sin H2 (8a)
Y2 - YC 1 - R 1 S 1 cos H2 (8b)
X3 - XC2 + R2S2 sin H2 (9a)
Y3 - YC2 - R2S2 cos H2 (9b)
Subtracting (8a) from (9a) and (8b) from (9b) gives the components of b':
X3 - X2 • XC2 - XC1 + (R2S2 - R1S1)sin H2
(10)
Y 3
 - Y2 - YC2 - YC 1 - (R2 S2 - R1S1) cos H2
Another expression for the components of U is:
X3 - X2 - D cos H2 1
(11)
Y3 - Y2 - D sin H2
Equating (10) and (11) gives
D cos H2 - (XC2 - XC1) + (R2S2 - R1S1) sin H2
(12)
D sin H2 - (YC2 - YC1) - (R2S2 - R1S1) cos H2 )))
Equations ( 12) can be solved for
(YC2 - YC1)D - (R2S2 - R1S1) (XC2 - XC1)
sin H2 -	 Q2
	(13
(XC2 - XC1)D + (R2S2 - R1S1) (YC2 - YC1)
cos H2 -
	 Q2
	( 4)
(YC2 - YC1)D - (R2S2 - R1S1) (XC2 - XC1)
tan H2
	
(15)
(XC2 - XC1)D + (R2S2 - R1S1) (YC2 - YC O
Note that the quantities (XC2 - YC 1 ) /Q and (M - YC1 )iQ are the sine and
cosine, respectively, of the heading angle of if
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Equations (6)-(9) and (13)-(15) completely specify a capture trajectory
for one combination of S1 and S2i however, the length of the trajectory is
needed in order to determine which of the feasible trajectories gives the
minimum distance. The first turn angle is
TR1 - (H2 - Hi) + 2WC1S1
where
(16)
0 if S 1 (H2 - H1 ) ' 0
C1
1 if S2 (H2 - H1 ) < 0
The second turn is
TR2 - (Hy - H2) + 2nC2S2
where	 (17)
C2	
1 0 if S2 (Hy - H2) ^ 0
-1 if S2 (H4	H2) < 0
The lengths TDi
 of the two arcs are
TD 1
 - RIITR11
(18)
TD2
 - R2ITR21
and the length D of the straight segment is given by equation (2), and the
total length of the capture path is
DT - D + TD 1 + TD2
	 (19)
It is possible to construct a "switching diagram" from which the flight-
path yielding the minimum distance solution for any set of initial and final
conditions is determined without finding all possible solutions. However,
the switching diagrams are very complex, and from the computation standpoint
it is simpler to solve for the length of all possible trajectories, as is
done in the Fortran subroutine (appendix B).
APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLE TRAJECTORIES
The algorithm, which was incorporated into an on-board guidance system
for the Augmentor Wing Jet STOL Research Aircraft (AWJSRA), has been tested
in simulations and during flight tests (ref. 4). In this application the
fixed portion of the flightpath referred to in the introduction may include a
number of predetermined waypoints (e.g., as shown in fig. 3). The subroutine
is called sequentially to synthesize the path between successive pairs of way-
points working backward from the final one. The path between waypoints 3 and
4 is synthesized by entering the following input variables
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xXI - X(WP3)
	
X4 - X(WP4)
Y1 - Y(WPS)
	
Y4 - Y(WP4)
RI - 0
	
R2 - 0
H1 - 0
	
H4 - 0
Note that if RI - 0 then points (XI,YI), (XCI,YCI), and (X2,Y2) are
identical and the value of HI is arbitrary; the same is true of (X4,Y4),
(XC2,YC2 ), and (X3 ,Y3 ) and the heading H4 . The resulting trajectory moves
from (X 1 .Y 1 ) to (X4 rY4 ) with heading
Y4 - YI
H2 - tan-1
X4-X1
which (if waypoints 3 and 4 are specified properly) is the runway heading.
The path from waypoint 2 to waypoint 3 is synthesized by calling the sub-
routine with the input variables
X1 - X(WP2 ) X4 - X(WP3)
Y 1 - Y(WP2) Y4 - Y(WP3)
HI - 0 H4 - H(WP3)
RI - 0 R2 - R2 (an input constant)
As in the previous case, (X,,YI), (XCI,YCI), and (X2,Y2) are identical and
H4 is the heading at waypoint 3 computed in the previous step. The heading
of the tangent path and the coordinates of the beginning of the turn are
returned in H2 and (X3,Y3), respectively. The synthesis of the fixed path
is carried out in this fashion for successive pairs of waypoints until the
initial waypoint is reached. Then the algorithm is used to synthesize the
capture trajectory to one of the fixed waypoints.
The photographs of the simulator cockpit display in figure 4 illustrate
some close-in capture trajectories which would not have been found with the
previous algorithm. If necessary for compatibility with ATC procedures, the
algorithm could easily be modified to allow the pilot to select any of the
possible capture trajectory patterns instead of the one giving the minimum
path length.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The solution of the turn-straight-turn capture flightpath problem
developed here involves generating all possible solutions, of which there are
at least two and at most four, and then selecting the one with the shortest
path length. Because all possible solutions are obtained, criteria other than
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minimum path length could be used. For example, a nonminimum path length
solution my be chosen in order to avoid a restricted airspace region. The
closed-form equations determining the solutions are easily solved on currently
available area-navigation computers or on a microprocessor. Other important
flightpath problems in the terminal area can be approached via the capture
solution. These include path stretching, holding patterns, and flight through
a sequence of waypoints, all of which can be formulated as a sequence of turn-
straight-turn capture problems.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE THREE CIRCULAR ARC PATTERNS
It can be shown by geometrical construction that there are at most four
turn-turn-turn type trajectories for the horizontal capture problem, namely,
two each of the right-left-right and left-right -left patterns. However, it
was shown in reference 1 that the middle turn must exceed n radians for a
minimum-path-length trajectory. This requirement eliminates one trajectory of
each pattern leaving at most two eligible three -turn trajectories.
The problem is illustrated in figure 5 for the right -left-right pattern.
The vectors in the figure are defined as before, recognizing that in this case
S2
 - S1. In order to satisfy the requirement that the middle turn exceed w
radians its center must be on the opposite side of I& from the straight seg-
ment of the right-straight-right solution shown for comparison. Furthermore,
no three-arc solution exists for Q ? R 1 + R2 + 2R3.
Let HQ be the heading of '&, defined in the text and define a unit
vector vp with heading angle, Ho as follows
Hp - HQ
 + S1 2
Then vp is perpendicular to ^ and points in the direction of flight where
0 intersects the circle of the initial turn. From the law of cosines
Q2 + (R1 + R3) 2 - (R2 + R3)2
cos A' r	 2Q (R 1
 + R3)	 Al
Q2 + (R2 + R3) 2 - (RI + R3)2
cos B' -	 2Q (R1 + R3)
	 (i42)
The direction of turn is accounted for by defining
A - S1A'	 (A3)
and
B - S i B'	 (A4)
Using these definitions it can be seen from the figure that
HS - Ho + A	 )
H6 - Hp - B+n )}	
(A5)
From the definition of Hp and the equations derived in the text
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Equat
expre
S1(YC2 - YC1)
sin Hp =	 Q	 (nb)
-S 1 (XC2 - XC1)
cos Hp a	 Q
	
(0)
(AS) can be used with double-angle trigonometric identities to obtain
ons for sin HS, cos HS, sin H6 and cos H6, in terms of 11 0 , n, and A.
appropriate subscripts in equations (8) and (9) in the text give,
XS	 XC1 + R1S1 sin H5
(ns)
Y5	 YC1 - R1S1 cos HS
X6 = XC2 + R2 S1 sin H6
(AP)
Y 6 	 YC2 - R2S1 cos H6
The turn angles are calculated as follows
TR1 - (HS - H1) + 2VC5S1	 (n10)
where
0 if (H5 - H1)S 1 2 0
CS
1 if (H5 - H 1 ) S 1 < 0
TR2 - (Hy - H6 ) + 2nC6 S1	 (A] 1)
where
(0 if (H4- H6)S20
C6	 {
lif (H4 - H6)S <0
TR3 - (H6 .- H5 ) - 27IC7S 1 	(n12)
where
0 if (H5 - H6)S1
C7
( 1 if (H5 - H6 )S1 < 0
The total length of the trajectory is therefore
TR - R1JTR1J + R2 1TR2 1 + R 3 1TR { J 	(AII)
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APPENDIX B
FORTRAN SUBROUTINE FOR CAPTURE ALGORITHM
SU9 0 nUTI '4F NFWPSIIXI • Y1•H1. 4 1 9MPY402 •H4•X2.Y2,H2•
1X3•Y3 •TR1 9 TR2.TCI 9T1'29D)
C
C IN PUTS-- INTTTAL POSITION • HEADINGS ANO TURN RAMS X1•Ylgttlghl
C	 FINAL	 PCSITTnN • HFAOINr• ANn TUPN 4 A n TUS X49Yyrn4,K2
C	 IF FINAL HFAOTNG ISNT SPECTFTEn S cT P2 Tn n.
C	 Nl AND 114 MUST BF IN V ANGE Cc -PI TO PT
C
TNOPI=6.2R31R531
1 CONTINUE
C I^SH4=CM H41
STNH4=STNIH4)
CrlSH1=CnS(H1)
SINH1=SINIHI)
C
C	 DTMIN IS MINTMIJM PATH LENGTH
DTM IN =
 1.E+1A
KFM=0
KFS=1
C
C	 SELFCT PATTERN TYPE
12 CONTINUE
C
C	 RIGHT-STRAIGHT-RIGHT
S1=1.0
S2.=1.0
rn T O 20
14 f:nNTTNUE
C
C	 LFFT-STRAIGHT-PIGHT
S1=-1.
S2=1.
Kr.S=2
rn Tn 20
it CnNTIM OF
r
C	 RIGHT-STRAIGHT-LEFT
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KFS=4
20 CrNTIMUF
C
C
C	 FTNC CFNTFRS nF MO NS
SIGNp I*SI*R I
SIr,Np2uS2*R2
XC1=XI-STGNRI*SIMHI
YC 1=Y1 +STGNRI *C(ISPI
XC2=X4-STGNR2*STNH4
YC7=Y4+St ,NO2*C0SN4
C
C	 QSQ IS SQUARF nF DISTANCF BETWFFN rFNTrRS
XNl=XC2—XCI
YN1=YC2-YC1
CSC!=XN 1**2+YN 1 **2
r,
r_	 nSC IS SQUARE nF TAKG FNT PATH
nSn=STGNRI-SIGNR2
DSQ=OSC-nSr,**2
C
C	 IF nS0c0 NO SOLUTICN
IF( I)SQ.LT.O.) Gn 714 36
D=SnRT(PSQ)
C
C	 N2 IS HFADTNG OF TAAGFNT VECTOR
Cr)SH2=tn*XN1-CSG*VN11/QSQ
SINH2=(SSG*XN1+0*VNI)/QSQ
H2=ATANP( SINH ?tCrSH2)
C
C	 CnMPUTI^ LENGTHS nF TUpNS
TQl=H2-H1
IF(P1.FO.n.) TR1=0.
IF((T Q I*S11..F.A.) Gn Tr 24
TR1=TRI + TNnPI*Sl
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?4 CONTTNUF
T12=H4-H2
Tc(R?..EO.n.) 7R2=0.
IF((TF2*S2). f, F.n.) rO Tn 30
TR2 =T O 2+TW'1PT*S2
"i0 Cnn'TI NUF
T01=;Zl*ARS(TR1)
71)2=R2*APS(TR2)
C	 DTgT IS TOTAL LENGTH r_F 04TH
0TnT=TD1+Tn2+C
IF(K r ` 4 .F0.7) GO TC 500
'	 C
C	 FINDS (U p TO ) Frtq SCLUTtnNS ANI USES SHIRT=ST
C	 ACM°ARE 0TgT WITH P O EVICUS MINTMUM
IF(nT'A IN.LE.nT0T) ,C TC 36
OTMTN=OTOT
KFM=KFS
16 CONTINUE
!;^ TO (14,16.18r4C)•KFS
40 crNTINUF
KFS=KcM
KFM=7
Gr Tn (12,14,16,500),KFS
500 CnNTT NUF
r,
C	 CCMPUTF o0SITIINS OF TANnFNT POINTS
X?=XCI+SIGNPI*SINH2
Y7=YC1-SInNR1*CnsH?
X3=XC 7_+S I GNR.2 *S IN1-2
YC"-SIGNR2*COSF'2
RETURN
FNO
.M
,2
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Figure 1.- Sequence of capture paths.
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(b) SECOND TURN COUNTERCLOCKWISE
Figure 2.- Calculation of capture paths.
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WP.	 WP_
Figure 3.- Synthesis of fixed path through a sequence of waypoints.
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(a) SEQUENCE OF CAPTURES OF WAYPOINT 6 FROM DOWNWIND APPROACH. TURN
RADII 5000 It. INITIAL SPEED = 140 knots, SPEED AT WAYPOINT 6 = 73 knots.
(b) TWO CAPTURES OF WAYPOINT 4. TURN RADII 6300 It AND 36UU It. INITIAL
SPEED 100 knots, SPEED AT IVAYPO I NI 4 140 knots. WIND 20 knots.
I'I^;U I'r	 I^hUh^^; I'.Il r 11:, . • I	 ipturt, ll• .iject rics on -;i1t111laioC	 Npit
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R I IIl	 ,^
INITIAL 25	 R2 U4	 4
TURN	 A'	 Vg BRl II5	 'Vo	 R2 U6
Xg, Yg
X5, Y5
-R3 05
-R3!)6
V5
TR3
SECOND TURN
Figure S.- Right-left-right pattern with corresponding right-straight-right
case.
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